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ABSTRACT
The areas of dense Mormon population in Arizona
occur in northern and eastern sections of the state.
Mormon communities are defined as those wherein forty percent
or more of the inhabitants are members of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

On this basis, five Mormon

and three non-Mormon towns are mapped and compared with
respect to twenty-one individual visible landscape features.
These include aspects of town morphology, residential
dwellings, agriculture and business establishments.

The

essential conclusion is that Mormon and Gentile towns
cannot be distinguished in terras of visible landscape
characteristics except that the abundance of agricultural
features contrasts with the lack in non-Mormon towns.
These agricultural features include presence of barns,
barnyard animals, and gardens, orchards and cropped land
within the settled parts of the town.

One factor possibly

perpetuating the agricultural nature of Mormon villages may
be the proximity of nearby Gentile towns.

ix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
One aspect of cultural geography Is focused on
the description and analysis of man's material culture.
This paper is a report of an examination of selected
landscape features supposedly typical of a religious
group, the "Mormons"— members of The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

The landscape features are

material objects associated with both economic activity
and residential uses and are collectively referred to as
settlement features.
The Mormons, suffering religious persecution,
migrated west in the second quarter of the 1800's,
settling in Utah.

In this Isolated location, Mormonlsm

flourished and original or adopted forms of land use
became part of the cultural scene.

Substantive studies

of Mormon society have tended to focus on Utah (Seeman
1938; Spencer 1940, 1945? Nelson 1952? Arrington 1958?
Meinig 1965). the area of longest continuous occupance.
The hearth area of Latter-Day Saint population should
illustrate the purest land-use forms that have been
1

characteristic of this culture group because of the
length of occupance and concentration of Mormons,
Surrounding areas also have been locations of Mormon
settlement emanating from the Utah core.

Do these areas,

adjacent to this unique religious area, display similar
visible landscape characteristics?

If they do, what is

the nature of these expressions, both in quantity and
over distance?
Arizona presents an opportunity to investigate
several aspects of Mormons and their association with
landscape expressions.

The first consideration is whether

or not landscape features attributed to Mormons exist in
Arizona.

Second, an analysis of the relationship between

dominance of Mormons and the presence of particular
landscape features in Arizona,is presented.
Literature about the Mormons suggests that they
have perpetuated particular cultural forms which can be
identified as unique to them.

Francaviglia (1970), for

example, identifies twenty "elements" or expressions that
are considered collectively to identify Mormon towns.
He presents these elements in a series of maps entitledi
N-E-S-W Grid Plan
Wide Streets
Roadside Irrigation Ditches
Trees Lining Streets
Open Fields Surrounding Towns
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Cattle and Sheep on Same Pasture
Lombardy Poplars In the Landscape
Farm Settings in Town
Barns and Granaries
Unpainted Farm Buildings
"Inside-out" Granaries
Mormon Fences
Hay-Derricks
Central-Hall Plan Houses
Percentage of Brick Houses
Percentage of Red and Light Brown Houses
Percentage of White Houses
Mormon Architecture
Latter-Day Saint Chapel Styles
Latter-Day Saint Chapel Dominant
The individual features mapped by Francavlglia
and set forth in the above list are not precisely defined.
In fact, few of the features are described in any degree
that would convey to an observer the nature of the objects
being Identified and mapped.

Except for housing characteris

tics which are quantified in percentages, no statistical
measure of the quantity of the foregoing features is
provided.
The layout of Mormon towns (grid plan and wide
streets) stems from Joseph Smith’s concept of the "Plat
of the City of Zion" (Crawford 1971, pp. 19-20).

This

"Plat" has been the basis for most of the early town pattern
in Mormon areas of the west, particularly Utah.

Sellers

(1962) and Knight (19&9) discuss the distinctive features of
this settlement model.

These include limited size, often a

mile square, with perhaps a population of from 15,000 to
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20,000,

and block sizes of ten acres divided into twenty

one-half acre plotsj a setback of twenty-five feet for the
brick or stone housesi and agricultural activity (gardens
and animals) in the back yard.

The plat also details

wide streets oriented north-south-east-west, and large,
square blocks.

An ideal street width of 132 feet (eight

rods) is stipulated with blocks five times this dimension
or 660 feet (forty rods).

This persistence of town

pattern has been analyzed in detail by Crawford (1971),
His study of the origin and perpetuation of Joseph Smith's
"Plat of the City of Zion" focuses on several Mormon towns
in northeastern Arizona.

Based on the "Plat" of Smith,

the Mormon established several hundred towns and cities
in the American west following their arrival in Utah in 1847,
This plan in unique to the Mormons, and other groups did
not utilize physical town plans that were unique or
distinctive.
Visible aspects of Mormon villages have persisted,
although some features have been altered through time,
Geddes (1942, p, 16) states that after "Nearly a century of
existence [Mormon townsJ show a good deal of persistence of
original pattern , * .", that of street layout, block size
1, Joseph Smith's calculations would give more than
twenty persons per house. See Crawford (1971, P» 25) for a
discussion of this point.

and nucleation of settlement.

He also describes the

following important changesi a) dwellings have dispersed,
either along the highways or onto adjacent farmland, and
b) the agricultural orientation has become abandoned or
secondary to trading or retail functions,
Lowry Nelson (1952) analyzes changes in the
visible and social aspects of two Utah farm villages
over the course of twenty-five years,

These villages

were first examined by Nelson in 1925 and again in 1950♦
In terms of visible landscape features, he found the
nucleated village (a situation in which dwellings are
clustered) expanded but the original pattern was maintained
Changes were recorded, however, in the decreasing number of
animals kept within the village and in the consolidation
of fragmented outlying land

holdings,

Joseph Spencer (19^5) describes residential
architecture in southwest Utah and finds that prior to
1920 certain styles and building material were dominant.
Simple rectangular houses constructed of "Mormon adobe
brick" were early characteristics.

"The similarity in

appearance of the agricultural villages and the uniformity
within villages distinguished Mormon settlements from
non-Mormon towns of other parts of the early West"
(Spencer 19^5» P» 49),

The impact of increasing

accessibility however— made possible by highways, the

6
automobile, and improved communications— is " . . .
rapidly nullifying the architectural unity of one of
the most clearly defined cultural regions of the
United States" (Spencer 19^5» P« 449)•

The change which

Spencer is suggesting occurred during the period between
pre-1920 and 1945.

Most current research papers lack his

temporal approach and are also oriented toward examining
single phenomena.

That is, they do not consider a complex

or combination of features which can be more reliably
used to identify a culture group.
J « Lehr (1972) examined the settlement morphology—
block size, street width, and initial layout—

of 19

Mormon farm villages established between 188? and 1910
in Alberta, Canada.

He finds that "the myth that all

Mormon settlements are reproductions of the "Plat of the
City of Zion" still persists, but evidence to the contrary
is provided in the morphology of Mormon settlement in
Alberta, Canada" (Lehr 1972, p. 9)•

A similar "loss of

uniqueness" has been characteristic of other religious
groups as well.

The Dutch-Reformed religious minority of

southwest Michigan provides a pertinent example, due to the
status of initial settlement which closely paralleled
that of the Mormons.

Both groups, for example, are cohesive

minority groups which moved from their point of origin to
a new environment.

Yet, Elaine Bjorklund (1964) found that
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the Dutch-Reformed did not continue traditional ways
in their Michigan environment in any significant way.
Both Bjorklund and Lehr provide evidence that certain
traditional practices are not always continued by
cultural groups.
Because the Mormons are a particularly cohesive
"community" (Arensberg 1955) whose early actions,
including settlement of the land, were often closely
prescribed by church authorities, it is to be expected
that their region will display more distinctive, visible
landscape features than the Dutch-Reformed.

The Saints

utilized a nucleated settlement form which certainly
aided social contact and facilitated the dispersion and
implementation of acceptable Innovations among the Mormon
population.

In the earliest days of the Church, Joseph

Smith set forth the "Plat", noted earlier, which served
as the physical design for much of Mormon settlement in
the west.

A strong hierarchical church organization

sought to encourage group cohesiveness by maximizing
social contact through its influence on settlement forms and
economic undertakings.

"Articulated by deep psychological

insight, in face to face wards and in stakes, with a temple
in the nucleus of this entity designed for communal
cohesion, these unprecedented planned American townships
grew up in record time . . ." (Sellers 1962, p. 29).
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Evon Vogt attributes Mormon cohesiveness to historic
causesi

"They are characterized not only by the church

affiliation but also by a relatively homogeneous population
base, drawn from old American stock and from later
immigrants from Northern Europe, and by a chain of historical
circumstances which has produced an important subcultural
continuum in the American scene" (Vogt 1955» P* 1164).
That the Mormons have migrated outward from a central
point is graphically portrayed by Francaviglia (1970, p. 83)
and Melnig (1965, p. 214).

Both authors conclude that

there is, in the Wasatch Oasis centered on Salt Lake City,
a high point of Mormon culture— a religious, cultural and
historical hearth.

Surrounding this center are areas less

concentrated in Mormon culture.

Francaviglia*s terms,

"nucleus", "orb", and "fringe", and those of Melnig, "core",
"domain", and "sphere", all contain this implication of
diminution of prominence with increased distance.
An example of this dispersal is shown in a map by
Francaviglia entitled "Visual Characteristics of Mormon
Country" (1970, p. 83 )•

This map is based on the number of

landscape elements present, varying from ten elements to none.
Francaviglia finds that the area of central Utah contains
towns with nine and ten or more of these elements (the
"nucleus").

Surrounding this area is a series of towns with

four to eight elements (the "orb").

In scattered locations,
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principally in the adjacent states of Idaho, Colorado,
and Arizona, towns are found with two and three elements
(the "fringe"),

These terms describe "Mormon Country",

and surrounding this is "Gentile Country".
Selection of Francavlglla* s town sample is briefly
stated;

", , , a sample of 42 towns was chosen which

would represent Mormon, partially Mormon and non-Mormon
places.

The framework used was Meinlg's "Mormon Culture

Region" , , ,, and towns were chosen which were thought
to represent most of the Intermontane and Mountain West"
(Francavlglla 1970, p, 45).

No specific population data

are adduced although towns are mapped (Fig, 25, p. 49)
as ", ... Mormon (ca. 75%+)» partly Mormon {35-75% LDS),
and non-Mormon (less than 20% LDS),"

The source for the

determination of Mormon percentage is not cited, nor the
reasons for the specific percentage categories given,
Donald Meinig (1965), in a comprehensive article
on the historical evolution, population distribution and
cultural expressions of Mormon settlement also identifies
the Mormon Culture Region as diminishing in intensity with
distance from the hearth.
Culture Region", he makes

In his map entitled the "Mormon
, use of some generic concepts

which can express the areal dimensions of significant
gradations in the content and situation of the culture, ,
(p. 213).

The specific criteria for the three "intensities"
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of the culture region are given in general terms.

The

"core" contains ". , , the sustained encounter between
the rural, provincial, tradition-laden sector and the
dynamic, national, Industrial sector , . . [which is]
one of the important distinguishing features . . .
(p. 213)•

The specific characteristics, l.e,, elements

or features of this "core" region are not identified
or quantified.

These are referred to, nevertheless, in such

qualitative phrases as ", , . the most thoroughly Mormon
area" (p. 215).

Reference is made, however, to nucleated

settlement, dominance of the Latter-Day Saint chapel, and
the rural, provincial quality.

The "sphere" is a diffuse

surrounding area which locally intensifies where Mormons are
", . , nucleated groups enclaved within Gentile country,
or where they are of long-standing major local numerical
significance" (Melnlg 19&5; P* 216).

Meinig does not

present statistics in identifying these areas but relies on
qualitative descriptions of cultural features.
The questions to be pursued in this study and that
have been reviewed in this chapter are the following.
First, what are the distinctive landscape features exhibited
by the Mormons?

Second, to what extent do Mormon towns in

Arizona exhibit these features?

Third, what factors appear

to be important in the perpetuation of these features.

To

11
answer these questions several methods are employed
which are the subjects of subsequent chapters.

These

include, first, determination of Mormon population density
and relative Mormon "strength" in terms of percent of total
population.

Second, creation of a method for the selection

of sample settlements.

Third, establishment of a list of

specific, defined, replicable features to be analyzed.
Last, an attempt to distinguish factors which appear to
be related to those towns which are "more Mormon" in
appearance.

CHAPTER 2
DESIGN AND METHODS
To assess the visible Mormon landscape in Arizona,
the following procedures are employed.

First, sample

Mormon and non-Mormon towns are selected for detailed
examination, on the basis of the concentrations of Mormon
population.

Eight towns have been selected;

three are

non-Mormon in population and five are considered Mormon.
Second, a list of defined landscape features possibly
associated with Mormon settlement must be selected to
ensure uniformity of data collection.

Contrasting and

comparing the features of these two sets of towns will
form the basis for analysis of the Mormon landscape.

A

third step is the consideration of whether or not metropol
itan or urban areas can be compared with smaller towns.
Because of the complexity of determining the number of
Mormons within the total population, the distribution of
Mormons will be discussed separately in Chapter 3 .
Selection of Sample Towns
To assess whether features are common to Mormon and
non-Mormon settlements, eight towns (Fig. 1 and Table 1) were
12

SELECTED

TOWNS

IN

ARIZONA

FREDONIA

JOSEPH CITY

SPRINGERVILLE
EAGAR 8

BUCKEYE

:
: FLORENCE:
PIMA

MILES

DAVID

STAKE BOUNDARIES AS OF
OCTOBER, 1971

Fig# l._ Selected Towns Analyzed in this Study

Table 1.
Place____________

Basic Data of Selected Towns in Arizona

Date Founded*

Population^

Percent LDS°

Sources of Income^

Mormon
Pima

1879

1184

84

Fredonia

1885

798

72

.1876

759

66

Services, Agriculture

Eagar

1878

1279

63

Agriculture, Lumbering

St. David

188?

1174

45

Agriculture, Industry

Springerville

1875

1151

37

Tourism, Recreation
Agriculture

Buckeye

1889

2599

15

Agriculture

Florence

1866

2173

7

Agriculture

Joseph City

Agriculture
Lumbering, Tourism

Non-Mormon

a.
b.
c.
City, Utah.
d.

Source t Barnes i 960.
Source; United States Bureau of the Census 1970 a.
Calculated from figures from the Office of the Presiding Bishop, Salt Lake
Method of calculation is given infra, pp. 33-37.
Sourcei Arizona Community Profiles, 1972.

£
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selected for study and analysis.

These towns have all

been settled in the period from 1866 to 1889.

They occupy

sites in the rural areas of the state, that is, they lie
outside the urbanized areas of Phoenix and Tucson.

In all

towns considered agriculture is an important economic
activity.

Based on 1970 Census data of the United States

Bureau of the Census, seven of the eight towns are classed
as ruralj their population are less than 2,500.
population of the eighth town, Buckeye, is 2,599.

The
Town

population range between 759 (Joseph City) and 2,599, and
the average is 1,380.
The sample towns have shown a moderate rather than
the rapid population increase which is characteristic of
Arizona's urban centers.

Population growth figures are

available for six of the eight towns for the years i 960
and 1970 and these data depict percentage gains for the ten
year period ranging from a low of 1.4 percent (2143 to 2173)
in Florence, to a high of 46 percent for both Eagar (873 to
1279) and Pima (806 to 1184),

The remaining towns reported

by the Census showed a gain of 14 percent in Buckeye (2286
to 2599), 24 percent in Fredonia (643 to 798), and 44
percent in Springerville (719 to 1151).

Comparative data

are not available for St. David and Joseph City prior to the
1970 Census.

Based on field observations, however, it is

assumed that the population increase in St. David and Joseph
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City fall within the limits established by the other
towns.

The greatest relative population increases occurred

in those towns which at the beginning of the decade were
the smallest.

The magnitude of absolute gains (i960 to

1970 period) varied in the following manner 1

Springerville,

432j Eagar, 403; Pima, 379; Buckeye, 313? Fredonia, 165;
Florence 30.

Again, there is no comparative data for

Joseph City or St, David,
Five of the eight towns have a Mormon population
of 40 percent or more and the remaining three towns each
have a Mormon population of less than 40 percent.

An

important condition supports classifying towns as Mormon if
Latter-Day Saints comprise 40 percent or more of the total;
namely, none of the towns containing less than 40 percent
Mormons were settled initially by Mormon or have been
described as being important in Mormon colonization of the
state.

Conversely, those with more than this percentage have

all been identified as Mormon in origin and have played
significant roles in the Mormon settlement of Arizona
(McClintock 1921, p. 243; Daniels i 960, maps in pocket).
To ensure an adequately spaced sample, towns which
fit the criteria of length of settlement, population,
stable growth, economic activity, and rural setting, are
selected from different locations within the state.

Mormon

towns (Fig. 1) vary in location from Fredonia, four miles
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from Utah in the Arizona Strip, to St. David, on the San
Pedro River, 60 miles from the Mexican border in south
eastern Arizona.

Pima in the upper Gila (Safford) Valley,

Eagar on the northern edge of the White Mountains, and
Joseph City on the Little Colorado River between Winslow
and Holbrook, constitute the other three Mormon towns
analyzed.

The three non-Mormon towns are Springerville,

adjacent to Eagar; Florence, on the central Gila River;
and Buckeye, 30 miles west of Phoenix on the Gila River.
The areal spread is deemed sufficient to eliminate proximity
being a causative factor in the appearance of features that
might occur if all towns were situated close to each other.
Additionally, the diverseness of location increases the
probability that each town is exposed to different human
and natural factors, thus reducing the possibility that a
common visible landscape may arise from a common regional
environmental source.
Selection of Landscape Features
The visible landscape features examined in the field
and discussed in this paper are defined as precisely as
possible with the aim of classifying recurrent objects
in such a manner that results can be utilized and extended
elsewhere with confidence.

The following criteria for

features have been developed;
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1. Towns
A. Mormon
A rural settlement, between 750 and 2600 in
population where agriculture (husbandry, farming)
forms a significant economic activity. A town
is classified Mormon if the percentage of Mormon
to total population exceeds 40.
B. Non-Mormon
A rural settlement of similar population and
economic characteristics, except that the percent
age of Mormon population is 40 or less.
2, Town Morphology
A. Layout
The street pattern within the town, whether grid,
rectangular, curvilinear, etc.
B. Street Width
The legal, platted street width.
C. Block Size
The area bounded by the legal streets in the
settled parts of the town.
D. Block Shape
The shape of the blocks, whether square,
rectangular or otherwise,
3# Agricultural Features
A. Agricultural Fields
The presence of cultivated, fallow or orchard land
within the residential areas of the settlement.
B. Farm Buildings
Buildings within the town currently used as barns
for animals, farm products or farm implements.
C. Unpainted Farm Structures
Farm buildings which are unpainted and appear never
to have been painted.
D. "Inside-out" Farm Buildings
A construction method in which the finish boards
are nailed to the inside of the framing giving
a smooth interior wall and an "unfinished" look
to the exterior of the buildings.
E. Roadside Irrigation Canals
The presence of functioning irrigation ditches
along the roads with headgates and diversionary
fields.
F. Animals
Cattle, horses, sheep, chickens, goats, and other
barnyard animals, by occurence not by number,
4. Dwelling Features
A. Brick
Building material of brick. The small red fired
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brick but not mud or burnt adobe, cinder,
slumpstone or cement block.
B. Wood
A dwelling in which the principal framing is
of wood.
C. Masonry
The use of cement, stucco, adobe or other earthem
material, excluding brick and stone,
D. Stone
The use of stone for the principal exterior
material.
E. White Color
The color of the house, other than the trim,
despite the building material used. Over threequarters of the house color must be white,
F. Trailers and Mobile Homes for Dwellings
The total number within the town, computed as a
percentage of the total dwellings.
5. Commercial Buildings
The number and location within the town.
Several features commonly assigned to the Mormon
townscape are not considered in the present paper
(Francaviglia 1970, 1971; Tavernetti 1971)•

1

the "hay-derrick",

p

the "Mormon Fence",

These include

tree-lined streets,

the general appearance of dwellings (untldyness of the
grounds), and the occurrence of the central-hall house
3
style.
On the basis of field observation, and maps
1. The "hay-derrick" or Mormon Stacker is a large
wooden tripod with a balanced crossbeam for lifting hay
bales onto wagons. Pictures and descriptions are provided
by Tavernetti (1971* P* 38, Fig. 6) and Francaviglia (1970,
P. 59).
2. The "Mormon Fence" is so-called due to the
haphazard combination of the material used in the fence
itself (see references in footnote 1).
3« The Central-Hall style of architecture is
discussed in a recent paper by Francaviglia (1971),
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presented by Francaviglia (1970, pp. 65, 6?t 1971, p. 67),
hay-derricks and central-hall houses both have very limited
distribution within the state of Arizona.

So few of these

features have been observed that they do not serve as useful
guides to Mormon presence.

The fence, tree-lined streets,

and general appearance pose problems of definition as to
presence and quantity that are too complex to be treated
within the limits of this study.

Just how many trees,

for example, are needed to classify a street as being tree
lined?

Do trees have to be at the street edge or on the

front lawns?

Can they be on one side of the street only?

Do they need to be all of the same type or species?
close to each other do they need to be?

How

Similarly, the

general state of appearance of yards and fences are
difficult to measure quantitatively , objectively and
comparatively.

All landscape features employed in the

analysis are those that can be clearly identified and
enumerated with consistency from place to place,

In

addition, the numbers of landscape features in each of the
sample towns are obtained by examining the entire town.
Town boundaries define the area within which a complete
enumeration is taken.
Two of the landscape features considered in the
preceding list are elements not considered in previous
studies of the Mormon landscape.

These include the use of
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trailers or mobile homes for dwellings, and the considera
tion of business locations.

From a review of the literature

and observations of Mormon society, it appears that these
features may serve as an indicator of Mormon or Gentile
presence.

Much has been written regarding the "Mormon

house" which may be comprised of a variety of styles and
building material (Spencer 1940, 1945? Knight 1969;
Francaviglia 1970, 1971)•

It is thought, therefore, that

Latter-Day Saints on the basis of traditional views
would not utilize trailers extensively and would discourage
the use of trailers by others within their towns.
Another visible feature to be catalogued is the
number and placing of businesses or commercial establish
ments.

The number of commercial buildings in Mormon and non-

Mormon towns has not been specifically studied previously in
Arizona.

Crawford's analysis (1971, p. 259 and Table 52) of

towns in northeastern Arizona includes notes on commercial
land use both by absolute acreage and as a percentage of
total land use.

His figures do suggest that Mormon towns

devote less area to commercial buildings than do non-Mormon
towns.

"The great extent of commercial land use in the

non-Mormon townsite and in communities of lower Mormon
influence is shown. . ." (Crawford 1971, p. 259)•
are not based on the actual number of buildings.

Figures
The number

and location of businesses in Mormon towns has not been
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analyzed by Francaviglia (1970).

These two characteristics—

business locations and use of trailers as dwellings— have
not been studied In the works previously cited.

The use of

these possible distinguishing features In studying the
Mormon landscape In Arizona Is speculative in this report.
Elimination of Urban Areas
The present examination of Mormon settlement is
limited to villages and towns in rural Arizona.

Urban

stakes (Fig. 2 and Table 2) are those which have their
major population base (Mormon and Gentile) either in
Phoenix or Tucson.

Rural stakes are those which lie out

side these two major cities.

Grouped In this manner—

rural stakes and urban stakes— there are eleven rural and
twelve urban stakes (two in Tucson and ten in Phoenix) in
Arizona.
There are several reasons for not studying the
urban areas of Arizona.

First, the urban stakes as a group

have a Mormon-Gentile proportion of one to nineteen (5^) and
the rural stake ratio is almost one to ten (over 9%),
Secondly, it is assumed that the rural Mormon are more
traditional, more conservative, and less mobile than urban
Mormons, thus retaining in their landscape for a longer time
features that would be associated with them (see Nelson 1948,
chapter 2).

Third, initially Mormon settlements were, and

in many cases still are, agricultural communities.

Urban
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Table 2.
"Rural Stakes"
Arizona South
Flagstaff
Holbrook
Kanab
Lake Mead
Mt. Graham
Prescott
. St. Johns
St« Joseph
Snowflake
Yuma
Subtotals

Arizona Stake Statistics, October, 1971a
Wards

Total Pop.

LDS Pop.

LDS/Total

7
10
10
8
10
12
9
7
10
14
8

61,924
33»665
58,245
12,926
14,999
19,351
36,885
5,322
32,047
15,486
60,827

3038
2514
2519
304?
1112
3337

5#

2?40
4288
5521
2000

351.674

32434

2318

1%

4£
24#
7%

17#
6#
51#
%

-J2
9.22#

Table 2, Continued
"Urban Stakes"
Marlcopa
Mesa
Mesa East
Mesa South
Phoenix
Phoenix East
Phoenix North
Phoenix West
Scottsdale
Tempe
Tucson
Tucson North

State Averagesi

Wards

Total Pop.

LDS Pop.

8
7
9
11
14
9
11
10
8
9
12
10

26,262
8,538
34,668

4077
3396
6550
4932
5086
4951
6484
4982

30,000
137,333
166,426

105,000
126,288
119,500
60,279
152,506
154.431
1,121,231

5000
6000
3778
3816
59052

LDS/Total
W
ko%

19g

16%

W
2%

_ 2g
5.252

Latter-Day Saint percentage for the state, 6 .2l2•
Average number of wards per stake, 9»3«
Average number of Latter-Day Saints per ward,
Average number of Latter-Day Saints per stake, 3977•

a. Sourcei Bishop Lesley Goates, Office of the Presiding Bishop
Salt Lake City, Utah.
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areas, in addition, contain a wide variety of functions
beyond those of agricultural villages which nay obscure
or obliterate landscape imprints of previously rural areas.
Lastly, rapid expansion of the metropolitan areas and
populations of Phoenix and Tucson has been characteristic
of these cities.

For example, in the period 1950-1970»

the population of Phoenix increased more than five times,
from 106,818 to 582,000.

Similarly, Tucson's population

in 1950 was 45,454 and in 1970 in reached 262,933— an
increase of 578$
i 960, 1970a).

(United States Bureau of the Census

Preliminary investigation led to the conclusion

that features of the Mormon agricultural village will not
be perpetuated in the two metropolitan areas because of
growth in area and population and the consequent environmental
change.

CHAPTER 3
POPULATION DENSITY AND DISTRIBUTION
OF MORMONS IN ARIZONA
The present analysis of the Mormon landscape is
primarily dependent on identifying the current distribution
of Mormons rather than on historical analysis.

Many

investigators (Bailey 1950* Meinig 1965, Francaviglia 1970,
Crawford 1971) assumed those places which were Initially
settled by Mormons are presently areas of high Mormon
density.

Only occasional references to undocumented

percentage of Mormons present and unsubstantiated general
izations about their landscape influence are given.
Some Methods of Determining Density
of Mormon Population
Most published works with a spatial perspective use
minor civil divisions— states or counties— as their areal
base.

These are not meaningful areal units with which to

count Mormon presence, however, because Mormon settlement
patterns were not constrained by the limits of political
units, which they often preceded, and which do not relate
to their patterns of settlement.

Important criteria which

determined areas to be colonized included favorable farming
land, presence of available water for irrigation,
27
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and remoteness from Gentile centers of population.

Further

more, the distribution of Mormons in Arizona is obscured
by using data based on large units such as counties.
Zelinski (196l) attempted to identify the numbers
and location of major religious bodies in the United States
based on 1952 data.

The areal units used are Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas and counties.

Zelinski's

small scale map of "Major Religious Regions" (p. 193)
shows that the Mormon Region encompasses Utah, southern
Idaho, eastern Nevada and northern Arizona.

Eastern and

southern Arizona lie within the Spanish Catholic religious
region which, indeed, these areas must when county unit data
are employed.

The local dominance and mixture of religious

groups are often hidden when data on a county or urban
basis are used.
Zelinski's data on population and distribution of
religious groups is derived from the Churches and Church
Membership in the United Statest

An Enumeration and Analysis

by Counties. States and Regions as published by the National
Council of Churches in Christ in the U. S. A.

Data is listed

by county which does not correspond to the territorial units
employed by the Mormon Church, that is, the stakes and wards.
Because counties are larger (a coarser division of the land)
a more refined determination of Mormon percentage
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of the population is made in the present study by using
the smaller, hence more numerous, areal units of the
Mormon Church.
Another data source is the United States Government
Census of Religious Bodies published in 1906, 1916, 1926 and
1936 which report information on number of members and places
of worship by Mormon stakes.

Stakes are identified by name,

but no map is provided or cited making it impossible to
estimate the ratio of Mormon to Gentile.
Gaustad (1962) offers an historical summary and a
current view of Mormon distribution by states based on data
from the National Council of Churches in Christ.

Utah

ranks highest (over 200,000 Mormons), Idaho and California
are in the 100,000 to 200,000 category, and six other western
states contain 25.000 to 49,000 Latter-Day Saints.

The

California-Idaho similarity is a distortion, however,
because there is too great a difference between the eighteen
million in California and the three-quarter million in
Idaho.

Gaustad's map (1962, p. 84, Fig. 71) which also

suggests a uniform areal spread of Latter-Day Saints
population is quite misleading.
For the present study, Census data (United States
Bureau of the Census 19?0a, 1970b, 1970c) are utilized with
1971 Latter-Day Saint stake and ward population.

Mormon
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data were obtained from the Office of the Presiding Bishop
in Salt Lake City, and from each of the twenty-three stakes
in Arizona,

The Mormon percentage within the stake popula-

tionis calculated by dividing the number of Mormon in the
stake by the total stake population.

There are difficulties

inherent in comparing United States Census data with stake
and ward figures, since each set of information is based
on unique boundary criteria.

The method of determining

Mormon density is treated later (infra, p. 32).
Mormon Church Organization
The areal organization of the Mormon Church is
fundamental to this study because it provides the framework
for determining areas of Mormon population.

The most

important areal unit of the Church is the stake.

At the

present time there are 570 stakes within the Mormon Church
(Tucson Dally Citizen, April ?, 1972, p. 70),

Stakes are

l

directed by a stake presidency— a president and the two
councillors.

There are distinct areas which do not overlap,

although in rural, lightly populated districts definite
boundaries have not been established for lack of need.
Stake boundaries rarely coincide with counties or other
political units.

Even state boundaries do not separate

stakes in all cases; this is indicated on Fig. 2 by "PART".
Stakes are dynamic creations which, especially in urbanized
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areas are rapidly changing to keep at a theoretical
optimum size of about 5*000 members.

The Arizona stakes

average somewhat in excess of 4,000 Saints (Table 2).
The rural stakes are, of course, much larger in size
than those in the cities.

This results from the greater

density of Mormons in Phoenix and Tucson as.contrasted
with those in rural areas.

Areas of stakes were not

calculated in this study.
Stakes are composed of wards (Nelson 1952»
p, 56).

The number of wards per stake varies, generally

between five and ten, and the ideal ward size is 400 to
600 Saints,

Arizona stakes average nine wards and wards

contain about 400 Saints each.

The significant criteria

for ward creation is not population only, but whether the
presence of competent lay leadership to staff the positions
required to carry on ward functions efficiently, is
available.

Bishops are the chief administrative and

religious leaders within the ward and are often prominent
citizens within the local community.

Bishops are selected

by the Church and sustained ("voted for") by the ward
population at general meetings.

Theoretically, any member

in good standing, one who has paid his tithes and performed
his appointed duties, may be selected.

The process of

selecting laymen as church officials makes the Mormon ward
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community feel more closely bound together in that
"religion" is a personal calling* not just worship in a
group being led by a specially trained and socially
separated clergy.

Most wards are distinct territorial

units, that is, they do not overlap.

However, "special

purpose wards" do exist which may draw members from an
entire stake.

University wards exist where college

students form a significant segment of the community.

It

is felt the needs and wants of students are sufficiently
different from those of the general stake or ward pop
ulation to warrant creation of such units.

It is these

smaller ecclestiastical units— wards— which are of primary
concern in this analysis because the basis for defining
Mormon and non-Mormon towns is at this level.
Density of Mormon Population in Arizona
Previous authors have not calculated the Mormon
percentage by combining current Census figures on population
by Mormon Stakes and Wards and Latter-Day Saint reports by
Stakes and Wards.

Other authors have dealt with Mormon

distribution primarily on civil division boundaries, such
as the National Council of Churches in Christ, and Gaustad,
Some published materials have analyzed populations by
stakes but have not provided maps, for example, the
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U. S. Government Census of Religious Bodies for 1906-36 ,
The "Directory of Churches and Religious Organizations in
Arizona" (19^0) also does not give stake boundaries but
does list ward locations which are of limited value.
There are twenty-three stakes of The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints in Arizona.
of the Arizona stakes are present in Fig. 2,

The boundaries
The

"urban stakes" include those in which the major portion
of the population resides either in Phoenix or Tucson.
These stakes are Phoenix, Phoenix North, Maricopa, Mesa
East, Mesa South, and five that are not shown on Fig. 2
due to scale limitations 1 Mesa, Phoenix West, Tempe,
Scottsdale and Phoenix East.

In addition, the two Tucson

stakes— Tucson and Tucson North— are also urban stakes.
All of the remaining eleven stakes are classified in
this paper as rural.
Table 2 shows the population statistics for each
of the stakes in Arizona as of October, 1971•

Column

one (wards) and column three (LDS Population) are derived
from data supplied by the Presiding Bishop's Office in
Salt Lake City.

The figures that appear in column two

(Total Population) have been arrived at in the following
manner.

Each stake in Arizona was contacted and information

concerning stake boundaries, Mormon population, Gentile
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population if known, number of wards (for the rural stakes),
population of wards, and location of wards obtained.

All

of the stakes in Arizona responded and the information
is complete regarding these questions.
The boundaries of each stake were then compared
to the map, County Subdivisions/Census County Divisions
and Places (United States Bureau of the Census 1970a,
p, 4-1?)•

Correlation of the stake boundaries and Census

boundaries presented several problems.
In the urban areas of the state (Phoenix and
Tucson) where the stakes are separated along streets,
the Census map did not provide sufficient detail for
determining total population.

Block Statistics Reports

for Phoenix (United States Bureau of the Census 1970b)
and Tucson (United States Bureau of the Census 1970c)
did provide the necessary detail through the use of Census
Tracts and Block Statistics.

Large-scale maps of urban

areas in the Census publications facilitated the ident
ification and enumeration of areas within the various
stakes.

In this manner, an exact counting of total

population was obtained and compared to the Latter-Day
Saint population for each stake.
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The rural areas of Arizona presented a different
situation because the Census divisions often cover large
areas and, in some cases, stake boundaries are indefinite.
"The Yuma Stake is bounded by the Mexican Border on the
South.

Because of the wide areas of desert between the

communities we do not have other boundaries on the East,
North or West.

On the East we approximate the Maricopa

County line. • ."

(Personal communication, Earl J. Taylor,

Clerk of the Yuma Stake, February 1, 1972).

"...

Stake

Boundaries are rather an illusive thing, hence, the
irregular line on the eastern side of the St. Johns
Stake. . ."

(Personal communication, Wilford J. Shumway,

President of the St. Johns Stake, February 29, 1972),
In addition to problems of boundary alignment in rural
areas, five of the Arizona stakes are in two states, but
only the Arizona portion is considered in this study.
The St. Johns and Mt. Graham Stakes (Fig. 2) include
adjacent portions of New Mexico.

In both cases, however,

the Saints are predominantly Arizona residents (Mt,
Graham 90 percent and St. Johns 60 percent).

The Kanab

Stake lies in Utah and Arizona, again with the major
percentage of Saints (55) in Arizona.

The Lake Mead

Stake is partly in Nevada and the Yuma Stake partly in
California.

The percentage of Latter-Day Saints residing

in Arizona in these two stakes are 10 and 60 respectively.
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The percentage of Mormons residing in Arizona in these
stakes is ascertained by determining the number of Mormon
living in the Arizona portion of the stake.

This requires

determination of the wards in Arizona and their Mormon
populations.

This number is then subtracted from the

total stake population.
Despite the uncertainties in some cases, there
are several factors that lend validity to the map of
"IDS Stakes" (Fig. 2).

In many of the sparsely settled

areas there are so few people residing that the overall
results are not altered.

Where stake boundaries are

indefinite (shown as a dashed line on Fig. 2) the stake
line is drawn half way between the two closest towns in
adjacent wards in the respective stakes.

Relating stake

population totals to Census division population totals
poses problems in that the two units may cover considerably
different areas.

Entire Census Division populations are

assigned to a given stake if the major portion of that
Division falls within the stake and if no towns appear on
the map (State of Arizona 1955* 1«5000,000) outside of
the stake boundary.

When such a town did appear on the

map, its population was obtained and subtracted from the
Census Division total and assigned to the adjacent stake.
In this manner, the Mormon percentage of the stake pop
ulation were calculated and appear in the "LDS/Total"
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column of Table 2.

This figure is obtained by dividing

the LDS population within the stake by the total pop
ulation of the stake.
Figure 3 has been prepared on the basis of the
LDS/Total column of Table 2.

Lack of sufficiently de

tailed data on location precludes portraying the dis
tribution of Mormons by more refined methods such as a
dot map.

In this sense this map suffers from problems

similar to those of distribution by counties ("Churches
and Church Membership in the United States»

An Enumeration

and Analysis by Counties, States and Regions" 1956-58, Fig.
83; Zelinski 1961, Fig. 12, p. 279? Gaustad 1962, Fig. 71,
p. 84).

However, the large number of units of measurement—

twenty-three stakes versus fourteen counties— and the fact
that stakes are more meaningful units that counties lends
greater credence to this map than those based on minor civil
divisions.
The categories for Fig. 3 are chosen to represent
as accurately as possible stake/Total relations of
population and, additionally, to bring out the areas of
Mormon concentration.

Nine of the twenty-three stakes

fall in the 5$ and less category, five in the 6 to 10^, one
in the 11 to 15^>i four in the 16 to 20%, one in the 21 to
25%, and three in the over 25%

category. .It is felt

that by combining the 11 to 15%, 16 to 20%, and 21 to 25%
classifications, this broad grouping would not alter the
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essential pattern displayed by the Latter-Day Saints in
Arizona.
The areas of historic Mormon settlement relate
well to the higher stake percentages.

James Landing

(1969, p. 240) found a similar situation in a study of
the Amish in Indiana; "The evidence at Nappanee strongly
indicates that zone's of unusually high Amish population
density are a simple function of longevity.

In other

words, the highest population densities will tend to be
the areas of oldest settlement."
Figure 3 shows that the Latter-Day Saints in
Arizona are not widely dispersed.

Proportionally, few

Saints reside in the south and southwestern parts of the
state.

Areas of concentration include the urbanized

Mesa area— not shown due to scale limitations— the upper
Little Colorado or Snowflake area, and the upper Gila
Valley (St. Joseph and Mt. Graham Stakes).

These are

the historically important places of Mormon settlement
in Arizona (McClintock 1921, Daniels i960, Meinig 1965,
Peterson 1967).
The pattern exhibited for the "rural stakes"
shows a decrease in Mormon percentage from the northeast
to the southwest, and also a decrease in percentage
southward from Utah.

The Kanab and Holbrook Stakes

appear as anomalies to the latter generalization, however.

The Kanab Stake percentage is 24, just under the highest
category.

This area may be thought of as a southern

extension of Utah.
Utah.

Indeed, part of the stake lies in

Early political attempts by Utah to obtain the

Arizona Strip lying to the north of the Colorado River
were futile but do indicate Mormon Utah's feeling con
cerning this area (Brightman 1940, Brooks 1949).

If the

almost 12,000 population of the Navajo and Hop! area in
Coconino County were not included then the Mormon percent
age of the Kanab Stake would be considerably higher.
Similarly, the Holbrook Stake includes a vast
Navajo and Hop! population as well as the essentially
non-Mormon towns on the Little Colorado, Holbrook and
Winslow.

These large non-Mormon populations when compared

to the Mormon population yield a lower Mormon percentage.
The Indian population on reservations cannot be excluded
because of the special relationship that exists between
the Latter-Day Saints and the Indians.

The Indians hold

a unique place in Mormonism— not simply as prospective
converts but in a more fundamental way.

The Indians are

considered to be a group descended from a "lost tribe of
Israel" that came to the New World.

These "Lamanites",

as they are called, are "Early-Day Saints" and it is up
to the Latter-Day Saints to return them to the ways of
God,

Jacob Hamblin, when he was directed south from

Salt Lake City by Brigham Young in the early days of the
Church, carried instructions to find new settlement areas
and also to make contact with the Indians and ascertain
the possibilities of missionary activity among these
people (Peterson 196?» Chapter 9)•
There is also a distinct transition between
higher percentage Mormon stakes to the northeast and the
very low percentage stakes to the southwest.

This suggests

that the drier desert areas in the southwestern Basin
and Range Province (see Cross, Shaw, and Scheifele, Arizona,
Its People and Resources i960, pp, 89-98, for a discussion
of the physical aspects of Arizona) were avoided in the
initial settlement and colonization by the Latter-Day Saints,
Historical studies of early settlement by the Mormons
all point to the importance of agriculture based on surface
irrigation.

Sufficient surface water was always an important

consideration in early settlement prior to the widespread
use of pumps for obtaining large quantities of water.

This

is still true for contemporary rural areas where agriculture
forms a basic part of the economy.
Historically, Mormon settlement was effected for
agricultural purposes as well as to expand "Zion” into
previously unoccupied areas,

"The renunciation of these

pursuits (mining, industry or commerce) in favor of
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subsistence agriculture was in large measure a reflection
of the Church's effort to perpetuate not only its geographic
isolation but to hold the world at arm's length economically
and socially as well" (Peterson 19&7, P* 270).

The focus

on agricultural activity was an inherent rationale in
all Mormon settlement (Nelson 1952, pp. 277-279; Arrington
1958)*

Areas of Mormon settlement tended to avoid the south

west part of Arizona and penetrated the south principally
in Cochise County— southeast Arizona,

Here, the San Pedro

and Gila Rivers provided sufficient surface water for
canals to establish the traditional agricultural settle
ments.
Another rationale explaining Mormon distribution
in Arizona relates to the need and desire for early
Mormon settlements to be isolated from Gentile centers of
population as much as possible.

It was Impossible to

obtain this policy completely since Gentiles occupied
various parts of the state before Mormons began migrating
south in search of new lands.

Settlements along the Little

Colorado, the Gila, and San Pedro Rivers in eastern and
southeastern Arizona were Mormon strongholds as distant
from Gentile areas as was possible.

The previous chapters have identified those areas
of Mormon distribution in Arizona, established a list of

features to be analyzed, and set up a design of town
analysis.

On the basis of this, what visible landscape

features do Arizona towns actually display?
subject of the succeeding chapter.

This is the

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF FEATURES
The previous chapters have detailed the procedures
employed in this tudy, the distribution of Mormons in
the state, the selected features and the locations of towns
for analysis have been discussed.

On this basis the present

chapter is devoted to the analysis of the results of
detailed field work in each of these towns.
Preparatory to analysis, a summary of the site and
situation characteristics of each town provides the location,
brief background, and the present description.

For each

town observed a large scale map graphically shows the town
morphology and the distance to nearby larger settlements
in the state.
The data obtained for each town are presented in
tables.

In many cases, raw data have been converted into

percentage values to facilitate comparability between towns
of differing sizes; discussion of findings follows each table.
The landscape features examined are grouped into the
following categories for purposes of analysis;
Town Morphology
Dwellings
Agriculture
Business Establishments
44

4-5

Introduction to Communities
Five Mormon towns— Pima, Fredonia, Joseph City,
Eagar, and St. David, and three Gentile towns— Springerville,
Buckeye, and Florence— comprise the sample for analysis of
Mormon features in Arizona,

These communities exhibit

moderate population growth, and vary from 759 to 2599 in
total population.

They have all been settled in the period

between 1866 and 1889» all have a substantial economic
base in agriculture, and all are rural in character.
Pima
Pima (Fig. 4) is one of a series of small Mormon
towns located in the upper Gila Valley in Graham and southern
Greenlee Counties,

In common with other Mormon towns, Pima

presents a compact appearance in that few buildings or
dwellings are outside the townsite itself.

Occasionally a

hay barn appears in the middle of a field but the dominant
aspect is of a contained community ("nucleated").

Lowry

Nelson (1952, chapter 2) has dealt with this characteristic
of nucleated towns at some length.
The site of Pima is on the first terrace about a
mile south of the Gila River.

The town lies in the midst of

an extensive irrigated cotton area ("Irrigated Areas of
Arizona" 1963) that extends along the south bank of the Gila
River for twenty miles eastward.

Agriculture forms the major
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economic activity for Pima as well as most of the towns in
the valley.

As McCleneghan and Moore (1966, p. 19) state,

”irrigated agriculture soon became the economic mainstay
of the region CSafford ValleyJ and remains so today,"
The Safford Valley is classified as desert (Cross, Shaw,
Schiefele i 960, p. 80),

Precipitation averages ten inches

annually, and summer maxima close to 100°?. and winter
minima below freezing (28,4°?.),

During the warm summer,

irrigation is a necessity,
Pima was established in 1879 by settlers from the
Little Colorado settlement, particularly Forestdale on
the Apache Reservation, who migrated south over the Mogollon
Rim and entered the Gila Valley at a point somewhat west
of the present site of the town (Interview, Bishop Vearl
Cluff; former Mayor, Town Councillor, Bishop of the Pima
Ward, third generation in the Gila Valley$ Pima, Arizona,
November 26, 1971),

This town is the only one examined in

which the streets are the ideal 132 foot (8 rods) width.
Each block was Initially 528 feet square (32 rods) and
divided into quarters with a

house set back approximately

25 feet from the edge of the lot.

Behind the house lay

the barns and fields (Williams 1937, p. 11).

Pima today

retains the street widths and farm settings right in town,
but there are now more than four houses to each block.
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Fre&onla
Fredonla, a small compact Mormon community, is
located three miles south of the Utah border in that section
of Arizona north of the Colorado River called the "Arizona
Strip" (Brooks 1949, p. 290).

The. town lies on the east

bank of Kanab Creek (Fig. 5)» a north rim tributary to the
Colorado River in the Grand Canyon section.

The town was

established in 1885 as a refuge for those Mormons who
practiced polygamy in Utah subsequent to the passage of the
Edmunds-Tucker Law in 1882 which outlawed polygamy (Williams
1937» P. 32).

Fredonla was not on the main Lees Ferry

route from Utah.

That route passed through Kanab, Utah,

and House Rock Valley to the north and east (map in
Peterson 1967, p. 112; Daniels i 960, maps in pocket).
It is noteworthy that the site at which Fredonla was
established was bypassed by early Mormon settlers seeking
lands to colonize to the south.

In fact, Fredonla was the

last town to settled of the five Mormon towns surveyed.
Water is brought to the town from the

northeast

via an aqueduct (United States Geological Survey 1954,
Fredonla Quadrangle, Scale li62,500).

Fredonla is located in

an area of steppe climate with rainfall in the ten to
fifteen inch range and with cool winter temperatures due
to a 4,600 foot elevation.

The summers are warm and may
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reach July and August maxima In the nineties."*"

Farming

Is subsidiary to tourism and lumbering ("Fredonia",
Arizona Community Profiles. 1972).

Several sections of

Irrigated land are in use principally south of the town
(map, "Irrigated Areas of Arizona" 1963).
Joseph City
Joseph City (Fig, 6) is located on the main route
of immigration of early Mormon settlers into northeastern
Arizona (Peterson 1967, map p. 112),

Difficulties with

malaria and dam maintenance forced abandonment of several
small colonies in this area on the south side of the Little
Colorado River, and only Joseph City was permanently settled
(Porter 1956, p. 4l).

"There are approximately 7,600 acres

of land on the gently sloping, alluvial fans and first
benches along the north bank of the Little Colorado River
surrounding the little town £of Joseph City],
are operated on the European system.

The farms

The farmers live in

Joseph City and farm the land that is. located outside the
town " (Stubblefield 1953, P. 36).

Although there is

irrigated land along the river, ranching rather than crops
comprises a significant segment of the economy.

"Livestock

1. Data for Page, Arizona, the closest town for
which information is available. United States Bureau of
Reclamation, Information on Page. 1969.
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enterprises are the main source of farm income in the
area" (Stubblefield 1953t P. 36).
Joseph City appears to be an old settlement—
the very color of the town and its structures blend into
the buffs, reds and browns of the recent sands and sand
stones common in this part of the Colorado Plateau CGeologic
Map of Arizona" 1969)•

There seems no special difference

between the site of Joseph City and much of the area lying
to the east or west of the town along the main highway from
Holbrook to Winslow.
SprinKerville and Eagar
Because of the proximity of these two towns they
will be treated together.

Both occupy sites in the southern,

higher part of the Round Valley (Valle Redondo) on the
northern edge of the White Mountains.

The Little Colorado

River originates in these mountains to the south and is
intermittent at this point where it debouches onto the
Colorado Plateau (Greenwood i 960, chapter one).

Climatically,

the two towns are similar, as the elevation of Sprlngerville
is 6,964 feet and Eagar is 7.150.

Warm summers, cool winters

with snow, and rainfall totals of about 12 inches classify
this area as steppe climate (Cross, Shaw, and Schiefele i 960,
p. 80).
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Historically, Eagar (Fig. 7) and Springerville (Fig.
8) have been intimately bound to each other because of
proximity, business and commercial interaction, and isolation
from other large towns.
other today.

These towns still complement each

Eagar, the southernmost of the two, was

occupied as the Amity Ward of the Mormon Church and in effect
separated a majority of the Latter-Day Saints from the
Spanlsh-Anglo who occupied Springerville (Greenwood i 960,
p. 49).

"In the Round Valley area, the Spanish-Anglo trader

community [Springerville] was separated enough from the
Mormon [[Eagar] so that two distinct towns emerged" (Crawford
1971» P. 172).

Cattle and sheep are extensively grazed

on the grassland that is found around both Springerville
and Eagar (Wilson 1971, p. 54).
Eagar occupies higher land which affords grazing
and pasture land along the north-flowing creek on the
western side of the town.

The Southwest Forest Industries

lumber mill, located just to the south of the town, processes
the timber from the mountains to the south in the Apache
National Forest (Learning 1968, p. 15)•

Springerville, to

the north, serves as a local and regional trading center.
It lies on a main east-west highway and provides goods and
services not only for travellers but vacationers and those
seeking recreation in the mountains to the south.
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St. David
Mormon influence in the region surrounding St,
David came early.

The Mormon Battalion passed through this

area in December, 1846 (Tyler 1964, pp. 218-221).

This

area in southern Arizona was settled in 188? by people who
came through the Mesa-Lehi area of central Arizona (Meinig
1965* P» 205).

Mormons from Mexico came to St. David in

1912 during the Mexican Revolution (Mills 1950 1 PP« 7-8).
The early settlement of St. David was about a mile
to the south of the present town; however, malaria forced
abandonment of the original site.

Finally after several

abortive settlemerfc attempts the present site was established,
(Interview, Mr. Bruce Gibson, President, Arizona South Stake,
and Superintendent of Schools; St. David, Arizona, April
13» 1972),

The present town (Fig, 9)» settled at about the

same time as the towns on the Colorado Plateau, is the
southernmost of the eight towns analyzed in this Study,
Agriculture is developed on both groundwater and
wells.

"St. David . . .

dependent on farming.

settled by Mormons in 1887, is

After the earthquake of 1887 had

opened up new sources of water, the settlers dug artesian
wells that were the first of this type developed in Arizona"
(WPA Federal Writers Guide 1966, p. 381).

Three ten-acre

plots between the San Pedro River and the center of town are
irrigated lands belonging to the IDS Church.

Several other
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scattered irrigated areas lie to the south of town (see
maps, "Irrigated Areas of Arizona" 1963)*

The town

presents a green "oasis" aspect on the road from Benson
to Tombstone.
Buckeye
Buckeye has the largest population of the eight
towns considered in this paper.

It is also the most

recently settled (1889) and is the driest of all the places
analyzed.

The town is located on a flat valley floor within

an area of desert climate--?,2 inches of rainfall annually.
The summers are sunny and hot and winters are warm to mild
(Green and Sellers 1964, pp, 109, 112).

Irrigation water

is supplied to the town via the Buckeye Canal (Fig. 10),
one of the first modern irrigation canals in the state
("Buckeye", Arizona Community Profiles 1972).
Buckeye occupies a site on the north side of the
Gila River, nine miles above the confluence of the Gila and
the Hassayampa Rivers,

A series of agricultural towns is

located between Buckeye and Phoenix, thirty miles to the
east.

In the area surrounding Buckeye is found " . . .

one

of the state's richest agricultural belts . , ." (WPA Federal
Writers Guide 1966, p. 462).

In addition to crop agriculture,

cattle feeding and meat processing for the large nearby
Phoenix market are important ("Buckeye" Arizona Community
Profiles. 1972).
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Florence
Florence appears today much as it probably did in
the latter part of the 1800's when the town was newly formed.
Adobe is a. common building material especially in the older
northern section of town closest to the Gila River (Fig. 11).
Florence occupies a terrace level just south of the Gila
River in central Pinal County.

Florence has been the county

seat of Pinal County since 1875» when the county was formed,
nine years after the town was settled in 1866 (Barnes i 960,
P» 295)•

Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy with

additional sources of income from the governmental sector,
the Arizona State Prison, and the county seat function
(McCleneghan and Field 1967, pp. 4-5)•

That agriculture

became important early is noted by Dunbier (1968, p. 149 )1
A

• • second [function of early Anglo towns in Arizona]

was to provide grain and forage from Irrigation fields to
the scattered upland mines and forts.

Phoenix on the Salt,

and Florence on the Gila, were two of the most important. ,
Average annual rainfall of ten inches, summer maxima above
100°F and mild winters make Florence a desert station.
"...

The

lengthy growing season, plus a near certainty of some

sunshine every day, is very beneficial for the numerous crops
grown in the area" (Green and Sellers 1964, pp. 181-184).
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Town Morphology
The features of town morphology include layout,
street width, block shape and size.

Except for block

shape, there is little difference between Mormon and Gentile
towns on the basis of this group of related features.

In

some cases, variety of expression of a feature within the
Mormon or Gentile sample is more characteristic than
uniformity.
Layout
Town layout among all of the towns surveyed is
of the grid-pattern type (see Pigs. 4-11).

This is a

widely used system of street pattern in the central and
western part of the United States (Thrower 1966, pp. 5-8).
Indeed, it would appear that except for mining towns where
the site often discourages such a pattern (Bisbee and Jerome)
and in planned communities (Page, Youngtown or Sun City)
where such a pattern is overtly avoided by the master plan,
Arizona towns generally exhibit this pattern.

There is no

significant difference in the specific character of the grid
pattern in the towns surveyed,

The pattern is least

discernable in St. David due to the limited development of
side or collector streets, i.e., St, David is of the
strassenderf or linear pattern.

However, on the northern

edge of town where a new subdivision is being developed, the •
new streets are laid out on the grid pattern.
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Street Width
In street width there is a difference between Mormon
and non-Mormon towns (Table 3)•
Mormon towns are wider.

On the average, streets in

The determination of average legal

street width excludes the main thoroughfare which often is
a state highway.

Street width was determined from large

scale maps where available, and measured directly by the
author where maps were not available or they did not
provide the desired information.

In Mormon towns the

streets are 91 feet wide on the average, and in non-Mormon
towns the average width is 62 feet.

The minimum street

widths vary from 30 feet in Buckeye to 50 feet in St. David
(non-Mormon to Mormon), and similarly the maximum varies
from 100 feet in Florence to 132 feet in Pima,
The wider streets in Mormon towns appears unrelated
to the paved widths of the collector streets.

What does

seem to be of visual importance is the presence of unusually
wide shoulders separating private property from the center
paved strip (Fig, 12),

Telephone poles seem to be standing

in the street and curbing is generally absent.

Canals and

fences serve the same function; that is, to define the yard
or street border.

The paved width of the street in Mormon

towns is frequently narrower on the collector streets than
in the non-Mormon towns.

Table 3»

Town Morphology of Selected Towns in Arizona8,
Layout

Width of Streets
(feet)

Block Size
(Acres)

Pima

Grid

132 (8 rods)

7.2

Square

Fredonia

Grid

99/110

6.15

Square

Joseph City

Grid

100

3

Square

Eagar

Grid

75b/100

St. David

Grid0-

50

Sprlngerville

Grid

70

Florence

Grid

60/100

Buckeye

Grid

30/80®

Place

Block Shape

Mormon Towns

6-10°
d
——

Square
d

Non-Mormon Towns
2

Rectangular
in
CO

i4f

Rectangular
Combination
{ ^ 5 % Square)

a. Sourcei Field work by the author.
b. Variable. Average is 75 feet.
c. Variable.
d. Not enough developed blocks to determine layout pattern, size
or shape.
e. Variable. Average is 60 feet.
f. Variable. Various additions average 2.8 acres, 10.7 acres,
and 29.7 acres.

o\
•Gr
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Pima is the only town analyzed where the ideal "Plat
of the City of Zion" of Joseph Smith (supra, pp. 3-4) is
evident.

That is, where the eight rod or one hundred

and thirty-two foot wide street has been utilized.

In

Pima only forty to fifty feet of the center of the street is
paved and an equal amount of gravel or dirt on either side
is left as the sbulder (Pig. 12).
The findings regarding street widths in Arizona
Mormon towns are in accord with findings in Mormon towns
in southern Alberta, Canada (Lehr 1972, p. 9)•

Of 14

towns surveyed there, the average maximum width is 100
feet and the minimum is 90 feet,

The extremes in Alberta

Mormon towns varied from 132 feet (only two towns exhibited
this ideal) and 66 feet.

No comparison was made with non-

Mormon towns in Alberta, hence no data were reported.
Block Size
Table 3 and Pigs. 4-11 illustrate that block sizes
vary widely— both between the Mormon and non-Mormon sample,
and within the group of Mormon towns themselves.

Most town

maps provide the footage for block length and width, and
acreage has been computed from these figures.

Where spe

cific dimensions were not provided, the distances were ob
tained utilizing the map scale.

In all towns, where possible,

a dozen block acreages were calculated and averaged.
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Pig.

12.

Wide Street, Pima, Arizona

6?
St. David offers little conclusive data because
of its essentially linear form.

The average block size

of Mormon towns is slightly more than six acres, and that
of the non-Mormon group is just under six acres.

However,

the variability introduced by Buckeye (Fig. 10) would tend
to question the validity of this particular value.

A

comparison of Eagar (Fig. 7) with Florence (Fig. 11)
clearly shows the two extremes in terms of block shape.
Almost all of the blocks in Eagar are identical, while a
substantial difference exists in Florence— particularly
between the northern older half where the blocks are smaller
than in the newer, southeastern part of the town.
The significant factor regarding size of blocks in
Arizona Mormon towns would appear to be the variety of block
sizes encountered in non-Mormon towns and the general
uniformity of block sizes in Mormon towns.
are more characteristic
Canada (Lehr 1972, p. 9)•

Larger blocks

of Mormon towns in southern Alberta,
In 13 towns analyzed there the

average block size is 8 acres, varying between a minimum of
4,2 acres and a maximum of 10 acres.

No comparisons were

made with non-Mormon towns in the Canadian study.
Block Shape
In the sample of Mormon towns considered in this
paper, there is a difference between those towns and nonMormon towns on the basis of shape of the blocks.

Four of
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the five Mormon towns display blocks that are square in shape
(Figs. 4-7)•

St. David (Fig. 9) does not show this feature,

probably because of the town's shape.

Non-Mormon towns,

in contrast, do not extensively utilize the square blocks.
Crawford (1971, p. 234), in an examination of Mormon and
non-Mormon towns in northeastern Arizona, found a similar
situation of square blocks in Mormon towns, and other
block shape in non-Mormon towns,

In Navajo and Apache

Counties, "the squareness of Mormon blocks. . . (^contrasts
with] narrow-rectangular blocks prevalent in the non-Mormon
system . . . .
Dwellings
The features analyzed under this heading relate to
several characteristics of dwellings.

These include

trailers as a percent of all dwellings, use of white as the
dominant exterior color for residential dwellings, and the
proportion of dwellings utilizing various exterior building,
materials— brick, wood, masonry or stone.

Several of these

features have been identified in the literature as

char

acteristic of the Mormon in the western United States;
however, this is not the case in Arizona Mormon towns today.
Trailers
The rationale for considering trailers as dwellings
within the towns is that emphasis was placed in the early
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days on building substantial houses.

As Hal Knight points

out, "every house would be of brick or stone" (1969, p. 11),
The consideration of trailers, essentially "mobile" homes,
serves as a measure of tradition when compared with nonMormon towns.

There is a small percentage difference

between the average number of trailers in Mormon towns and
in non-Mormon,

Mormon towns as a whole have more trailers

for dwellings than non-Mormon on the basis of 17 percent
to 12 percent (Table 4),

Apparently the advantage of mobile

homes— cost, for one— outweigh the traditional desire for
the permanency and stability of a house.
White Color
By definition a "white" house is one that has at
least three-quarters of its surface painted white regardless
of the material used in construction.

The use of the white

color has been suggested as a feature that may well be more
characteristic of towns established by a religious group
and that still contains a religious majority of that group.
This color is commonly characterized as a symbol of purity,
reverence, and perhaps other ideas as well (Flckeler 1962,
pp. 94-117).
For physical reasons white color reflects insolation
more than other colors.

Insolation ("sunlight Intensity")

is high in much of Arizona and consequently houses painted

Table 4.
Place

Dwelling Features of Selected Towns In Arizona*

N Dwellings

# Trailers

£ White

b
$ Brick

Exterior Material^
% Wood $ Masonry

# Stone

Mormon Towns
Pima

314

13

19

6

14

85

0

Fredonla

183

11

30

0

50

44

2

Joseph City

108

19

26

7

24

73

1

Eagar

345

20

1?

4

31

67

0

St. David

186

21

56

5

40

51

1

17

30

4

32

64

198

13

18

1

37

56

0

Florence

525

19

24

7

26

73

0

Buckeye

490

5

33

0

27.

71

0

12

25

3

30

66

subtotal
average
Non-Mormon Towns
Springerville

subtotal
average

'
o

1

—

a. Sources Field Work by the author.
b. Definitions of features can be found in chapter 2.
c. The combined percentages of exterior building material is 94: the
remaining 6^ is "combination ". a category omitted because it is unimportant in the
remaining towns.

white in color would tend to remain cooler than those
painted another color.

Apparently neither a religious

or environmental reason is enough to stimulate the paint
ing of a majority of houses white in color.

The town

with the highest percentage of Mormon displays the lowest
percentage of white houses and vice versai
Pima
St. David

84^ Mormon
45/6 Mormon

19%
$6%

white houses
white houses

Even in Buckeye, a Gentile town, where summer Insolation
is quite intense (supra, p.58), only one-third of the
houses are white in color.
As for trailers, there is a small percentage
edge for the Mormon towns above the non-Mormon towns.
The overall findings in this study show that the Arizona
Mormon towns have a small percentage edge in displaying
white houses over the non-Mormon towns, on the basis of
30 percent of dwellings being white in color in Mormon
towns to 25 percent in Gentile towns.

This conclusion

does not agree with Francaviglia* s finding that "with very
few exceptions . • . Gentile towns tend to have a higher
percentage of white houses"

(Francaviglia 1970, p. 69)•

Brick
Small red, unpalnted brick (Fig. 13) is not
widely used as a building material in Arizona towns
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FIk . 13•

Brick House, Eagar, Arizona

although masonry, other than brick, is a more common
building material in the towns mapped.

Whereas Snow

flake is a town with a strong Mormon tradition and util
izes brick to an extensive degree (Francaviglia 1970,
p, 66) this is not a feature of nearby Mormon towns.
Joseph City, thirty-nine miles north of Snowflake, and
Eagar, forty-six miles east, display 7 percent and
U percent respectively as a building material.

Lack

of a clear definition makes comparison of this finding
with that of Francaviglia impossible.

For example,

Joseph City was a study town in both this paper and
Francaviglia* s.

His definition of brick is ". . . a

Msalmonpink” to darker red colored brick. . ." (p. 28).
In his map (Fig. 40, p. 68), Joseph City is indicated
as displaying 26-50 percent brick.

Presumably the

definition of brick includes adobe and cinder block but
this is not known.

It may also be that his method of

sampling in each of the towns led to some error.

"Each

architectural sample was taken by counting houses by
style, color and building material; other details were
often noted.

Twenty-five houses were usually considered

in detail in each town" (p. 66, ft. 2).

No suggestion

of how the twenty-five houses were selected is offered.
Location of the sample is certainly important in these
towns.

The derived percentages in the present report

are based on a complete count of features and their
occurrence in the entire town under study.
It does not appear that fired brick is a feature
associated with Mormon settlement in the towns considered.
It must be noted, however, that Kanab, Utah, only ten
miles north of Fredonia, does display a larger number
of brick houses, especially the older two-story type,
than does Fredonia.
obtained, however.

No quantitative data on Kanab were
It may have been that there was a

conscious attempt for towns close to the Utah border
such as Fredonia not to "look" Mormon.

In the early

days when many of these towns were founded, the anti
polygamy campaign was strong.

It may also have been

that absence of a local kiln for brickmaking or distance
from such a source was too great and prohibited the
utilization of brick.

Pursuit of an explanation for the

distribution of brick along the Utah border, however,
is beyond the scope of this study.
Wood and Masonry
These two basic building materials are treated
together because there seems to be very little difference
between the Mormon and non-Mormon towns in terms of
their use.

It will be noted that the dominant building

material in the Arizona towns surveyed is masonry; that is

cement or cinder block, with adobe bricks still in
evidence in the older parts of the towns.

The only

town of the eight surveyed where wood is the dominant
building material is Fredonia with half of the dwellings
constructed of wood; Fredonia has a lumber mill just
to the south of town which may account for the dominance
of wood.

Eager also has a sawmill just to the south of

town, and yet the percent of wood houses there is less
than one-third.

The percentage of Mormon to non-Mormon

and wood to masonry is:
wood
Mormon
Non-Mormon

masonry

yz%

64*

30#

662

Stone
The percentage of stone buildings is so small
as to be a negligible factor in distinguishing Mormon
towns from non-Mormon on a visual basis.

Apparently

building houses of stone is not Important in Arizona
towns, either because of a lack of a nearby source or
the necessary skill needed in construction.
Agriculture
Agricultural features are a reliable visual
indicator of Mormon presence, definitively separating
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Mormon towns from non-Mormon towns in Arizona.

There

are several separate categories considered under the
general heading of "agriculture"i animals, farm buildings,
and canals.
Animals
The keeping of animals within towns, often in
the backyard, is definitely a feature of Mormon towns
(Table 5)•

The average number of animal occurrences

(that is, either a single animal or a group) for all
five Mormon towns is 36 j ranging from a low of 20 in
Pima to 75 in Eagar.

The average number of animal

occurrences for non-Mormon towns is 10.

This may involve

a single animal or a small herd, and most often horses
predominate,

Horses as a fraction of all animal occurrences

ranged from a minimum of one-third to all within the
towns surveyed.

The study by Francaviglia (1970, p. 59)

also found that " . . .

corrals and pasturelands with

grazing animals in town are restricted to most, but not
all, of the Mormon towns studied."
Fields
Fields utilized for agricultural purposes within
towns, often in the "backyard", is another distinguishing
feature of Mormon towns (Figs. 14 and 15)•

The purposes

of the fields are not distinguished between those utilized

Table 5*
Place

Agricultural Features of Selected Towns in Arizona
________________ Farm Buildings__________________
# Wood

# Metal
Stucco
% Painted

Inside-Out
of
Total Farm Bldgs.)

% Unpainted

Pima

37

31

5

ON
•P-

Mormon Towns
19

Fredonia

51

8

20

72

8

Joseph City

38

3

29

68

5

106

4

11

85

19

23

48

9

43

4

51

19

15

66

11

Eagar
S t • David
subtotal
average
i-Mormon Towns

/
i

Sprlngervllle

13

0

8

92

0

Florence

10

50

10

40

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

17

6

44

0

Buckeye
subtotal
average

Table 5«

Continued*

Animal Occurrences
Mormon Towns

\

N

Fields N

Canals
Length (feet)

N Horses

Rank

Pima

20

20

56

32,700

2

Fredonia

32

17

9

12,400

4

Joseph City

26

16

17

8,050

6

Eagar

74

37

55

65,600

1

St. David

27

9

15

21,300

3

36

20

30

Springervllle

11

6

8

5,950

7

Florence

12

8

0

1,030

8

6

4

1

9,200 .

5

10

6

3

subtotal
average

-

Non-Mormon Towns

Buckeye
subtotal
average

-

a. Source# Field Work by the author.
00
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Fig* 15•

Canal, Orchard, Animals, Painted "Inside-out"
Farm Building, Eagar, Arizona

as cropped land (Pig. 14), orchards (Pig. 15)» gardens ,
or fallow (but obviously recently used for a crop).
The average number of occurrences of these fields in
Mormon towns is ten times that in Gentile towns.

The

widespread use of small fields within Mormon towns is
closely related to other agricultural features such as
the presence of canals noted below.

Francaviglia in

a general and descriptive statement found "pasturelands"
in the towns studied, however, a quantitative measure
of occurrence was not provided.
Farm Buildings
Parallel to, and partly related to, the presence
of animals is the presence of functioning farm buildingsanimal barns, hay barns, and granaries within the towns.
When they occur in abundance, as they do in Mormon towns,
they provide the most visible evidence of a settlement's
agricultural quality (Fig. 16).
The average number of barns of all types in
Mormons towns is 51, ranging from a high of 106 in Eagar
to 23 in St. David.

In contrast to this the average

number of barns, in the non-Mormon towns surveyed is 8 ,
It should be noted that non-Mormon Springerville has
13 and Buckeye has none (Table 5 ).
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Pig. 17.

"Inside-out" Farm Building, Bryce, Arizona

Farm buildings existing within the towns studied
display some distintive characteristics, reported in
Table 5*

Painted farm buildings are more commonly

observed in Mormon towns than Gentile towns.

In Mormon

towns the average percent of painted farm buildings
(Fig. 15) id 15» and in non-Mormon towns it is 9•
This latter figure is based on only Florence and Springerville because there are no barns in Buckeye.

If Buckeye

is included, the non-Mormon average percent of painted
farm buildings is 6.

This finding agrees in part with

Francaviglia (1970) who reports that "the presence of
barns and granaries right in town is also a Mormon char
acteristic . . . . "

In terms of painted farm buildings,

the present study does not agree with Francaviglia*s
study,

"Most of these are not painted.

Unpainted farm

structures are definitely associated with the Mormon"
(p. 59).
Use of wood for barn construction (Figs. 16 and
17) is more of a Mormon characteristic {66% to 44#),
while metal (generally galvanized steel) or stucco is
more a Gentile characteristic.

These latter figures,

however, are based essentially on the extensive use of
metal and stucco in Florence.

The high percentage of

metal and stucco buildings in St, David contrasts with

the relatively low percentages in the other Mormon towns
but, then, St. David has a relatively small Mormon pop
ulation.
Of the farm buildings built of wood, the con
struction technique called "Inside-out" (Fig. 1?) is
distinctively Mormon.

Inside-out barns are found only

in Mormon towns, but even here they appear essentially
as relicts and they form only a small part (19 percent
at most in Pima and Eagar) of the total number of farm
structures,

"Inside-out" farm buildings are generally

limited to the smaller granary-type barns, this method of
construction not being used for large two-story hay barns.
Francaviglla (1970. p. 59) also notes the presence of
these distinctive structures, observing that "the insideout granary is seen throughout much of Mormon country."
Canals
The presence of roadside irrigation ditches to
convey water to individual farm plots within towns is
a reported feature of Mormon towns that is confirmed
in this study (Fig. 15)•

The length of canals along

the streets in the towns, exclusive of the main canal,

2

2. The main canals have been excluded from the
totals because in some towns the principal canal supplying
water may be just outside the town limit, hence would not
be counted in the total length. This is true in Florence,
for example.

shows a tendency to be greater in Mormon towns.

A simple

ranking of lengths in feet (Table 5) shows that the
Mormon towns— with the exception of Joseph City— rank
higher than non-Mormon towns despite size differences.
The only exception to the generalization is that Buckeye
ranks slightly higher (9,200
(8,050 feet).

feet) than Joseph City

This is not surprising because Buckeye is

close to the Phoenix market, lies in an area of fertile
alluvial soils, has a long growing season, and has water
available for irrigation via the Buckeye Canal.

Buckeye

is also more than three times the population of Joseph
City.

The latter small town (less the 800 population)

has a much more limited agricultural base.

Francaviglia

(1970) also found irrigation canals in Mormon towns but
rather than distinguishing on the basis of length, he
notes the appearance of the ditches.

"In Mormon towns

. . • these ditches are often deeper and wider than
their Gentile counterparts, and are more often diverted
by gates to gardens, pastures and orchards.

Although

one sees ditches in non-Mormon towns, they more often
resemble deep gutters than the functional Mormon ditches"
(P* 50).

The subjective nature of Francaviglia*s def

inition is quite evident from this quote regarding canals
The distinction between "deep gutters" and "functional
ditches" may be quite difficult to make in the field.
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Business Establishments
There is little distinction between Mormon and
non-Mormon towns in terms of location of non-residential
establishments within the towns surveyed.

In both

Mormon and non-Mormon towns approximately three-quarters
of the businesses are located on the main thoroughfare
and the remainder on the collector street in close
proximity to the main thoroughfare,

Similarly, few of

the businesses are located in residences; the maximum
percentage of 25 of the businesses located in residences
occurs in St. David where the total number of businesses
is small (N=19)•
However, between towns there is a difference that
should be noted from an inspection of Table 6.

Although

the average population of the non-Mormon towns is 1,97^
and of the Mormon towns is 1,039— less than 2 to 1— the
average number of non-residential establishments is almost
4 to 1 (105 to 28),

This differential in businesses

to population does not take into account a variety of
factors such as type of function performed, proximity
of one town to another, the importance of transient
(tourist) trade, and the isolation of a town.

Eagar,

for example, has relatively few businesses (34 for a

Table 6#

Commercial Locations In Selected Towns In Arizona*

Place

Population

Non-Residential
Establishments
N

£ On
Thru Street

£ Off
Thru Street

Mormon
1184

42

54

46

Fredonla

798

28

63

37

Joseph City

759

16

88

12

Eagar

1279

34

71

30

St. David

1174

19

92

8

1039

28

73

27

1151

95

90

10

2599

123

61

39

2173

98

73

27

1974

105

75

25

Pima

subtotal
average •
Non-Mormon
Sprlngervllle
Buckeye
Florence
subtotal
average

!

a. Sourcei Field Work.by the author.
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population of. 1,279) while adjacent Springervllle with
a population of 1,151, has 95 establishments (Figs. 18
and 19).

It would appear that Springervllle provides

some of the goods and services for the adjacent Eagar
residents.3

Such is likely the case of St. David and

nearby Benson, Joseph City and adjacent Holbrook, and
Fredonla with nearby Kanab, Utah.

This conclusion has

been reached earlier in a study of small towns in Arizona
and their function bases;

"Although a few of the towns

were perhaps not sufficiently large or accessible to
transients to support such common functions as motels
and restaurants, absence of these is probably best ex
plained by the particular town's close proximity to a
town offering these functions" (Gibson and Reeves 1970,
P. 23).
It is significant however, that in the cases
cited, the Mormon towns fulfill their needs for goods
and services elsewhere, rather than Gentile towns
depending on nearby Mormon towns.

The detailed type of

investigation and data generation needed for a functional
analysis of trading networks are not within the scope
of this study.

3. The relationship between Springervllle and
Eagar is described earlier in this chapter, in the town
descriptions, pp. 52-55*
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Fig. 18.

Main Thoroughfare, Springerville, Arizona

Fig. 19,

Main Thoroughfare, Eagar, Arizona

A speculation offered in this study is that Mormon
towns have remained "inward-facing" and eschewed attrac
tions to others while non-Mormon towns have been much
more responsive to externalities.

CHAPTER 5
COMPARISONS AND SUMMARY
There are several considerations dealt with in
this chapter.

First, all of the characteristics noted in

the preceding analysis are brought together and identified
as being Mormon, non-Mormon, of no significant difference,
or Indeterminate.

Second, the findings in this study are

compared to conclusions reached in previous studies of the
Mormon landscape.

Third, an analysis of the Mormon

percentage and quantity of features is discussed.

Fourth,

two previously analyzed towns in Arizona are compared for
the purpose of Identifying, in a specific setting, the
differences between a Mormon and a non-Mormon town.
Finally, a summary of the findings reached in this study
are given.
Mormon Features in Arizona
The features analyzed in this study and the findings
of previous studies in respect to these features are
summarized, in Table 7.

From the. discussions of other

investigations of Mormon features, it should be noted that
only certain landscape features were considered in these
studies.

Not all of the twenty-one characteristics iden

tified here are dealt with in any other single paper, hence,
90

Table ?• Summary of Features in Selected Towns
in Arizona8- and Comparison with Other Studies
Li Lehr, 1972; Ci Crawford, 1971$ Xi Results from
the present study; Fi Francaviglia, 1970;
Si Spencer, 1945.
b

Characteristic ofi
43
g
o

to

1

E4
§

e
o

E

0

Business Locations
Within Towns . . . .
Between Towns . . . •

•H
to o)
•H <H
CO <H

§Q

L,C
X,F,L,C
C
X,C

Trailers for
Dwellings
........
White Color for
Dwellings
• . • » •
Dwellings, Exterior
Building Material
B r i c k ............ S,F
Wood . . . . . . .
Masonry . . . . . .
Stone . . . . . . .
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I

1

H

Grid P l a n .......... ..
Wide Streets . . . . *
Larger Blocks . . . . .
Square Blocks . . . . .

•H
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X

X
F

X

X
X
X,S

X
X,C

Indeterminate
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Table 7, Continued

m
I
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ti

B
o

S

Agricultural Features
Within the Town
Barnyard Animals
in Backyards • . • •
Cultivated Land
in Backyards . . . .
Farm Buildings . . . .
Painted Farm
Buildings . . . . .
Wooden Farm
Buildings . . . . .
"Inside-out" Farm
Buildings . . . . .
Metal-Stucco Farm
Buildings . . . . .
Irrigation Canals
along Roadside

I
O

«p
§
o
w-l
<M C
6

§

•H <H

C0
§

%

•H
q

Indeterminate

Characteristic oft

Feature

X,F
X|F
X,F
X
X
X,F
X
X,F

a. Sourcei Tables 1-4.
b. Features defined supra, pp, 18-19j and analyzed
in Chapter 4,
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conclusions of previous authors are noted in Table 7 only
where they analyzed the same features analyzed in the
present study.
It is evident from this table that the distinguishing
features of Mormon towns found in this study are those
which are associated with agriculture,

These are not

commercial agricultural features (dairy or poultry farms,
etc) but rather those associated with a family farmstead
in a village setting.

These Mormon features include

animals within the village (usually only one or several),
cultivated land within the village, wooden farm buildings
often painted, Minside-out" farm building, and small irriga
tion ditches or canals.

Residents of villages identified

as Mormon tend to exhibit traditional agrarian features in
their own holdings.

Rather than devoting land to lawns or

other uses, Mormon residents tend to perpetuate those
agricultural features which are a part of the farmstead.
The Mormon religious tradition is probably partially
responsible for the continuation of these visible landscape
features.

This continuation of Mormon practices is suggested

by Nelson (1952, p. 278), who states that "it is important,
in considering the future of the village society, to examine
some of the central ideas which characterize the Mormon
cultural tradition . , .

The first of these is what we may

call agrarianism, the assignment of superior values to the
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agricultural way of life."

The agrarian value found ex

pressed as visible landscape features traces back to
Joseph Smith (supra, pp. 3-7)•

In his plan for Mormon

towns, lots in the town were to also accommodate crops and
animals and their associated barns, canals and other needs.
Two other features, wider streets and square blocks, appear
to be features related to Mormon towns as copposedto nonMormon towns.

The wider streets and square blocks are

current applications of Joseph Smith's concepts as are the
agricultural features noted above.
Features not characteristic of Mormon towns are
shown in Table 7» in one of three categories.

On category

lists those features found to be associated with non-Mormon
or Gentile towns.

Of the visible landscape features

analyzed in this paper, only metal-stucco farm buildings
have been found to be a specifically Gentile feature,
Another category is that in which features are not signifi
cantly different between Mormon and non-Mormon towns.

Items

in this group include layout, use of trailers as dwellings,
white house color, dwelling construction material of brick,
wood, and masonry, and business locations within towns.
Finally, there are several features which cannot be assessed
due to insufficient data, or no conclusions seem possible
with the data collected.

These features include block

size and use of stone as a dwelling construction material.
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Comparison with Literature
An attempt can now be made to relate these findings
with those of other researchers.

Few studies of the Mormon

landscape have taken the point of view of contrasting Mormon
towns with others to point out the distinctive features of
the former; Francaviglla (1970) is a notable exception.
Correlations between this study and Francaviglla*s are
difficult to draw.

In addition to definition problems

(supra, pp. 72- 73t 81-82), his work generally lacks
quantified data for useful comparisons.

Of twenty elements

mapped, only three are categorized by percent in a map
legend;

Brick houses, red and light brown houses, and

white houses.

In sixteen of the remaining maps there are

two categories represented, shown as either an open or a
closed circle.

There is no legend to indicate which symbol

depicts presence or absence of the given features (p. 74,
Fig. 44; does distinguish between three chapel styles).
In the accompanying text there also is no criterion stated
for placement of towns in their categories.

For example,

the feature of tree-lined streets was not considered in the
present paper because of definition problems.

Francaviglla

does not consider these problems, but simply states "the
streets are often lined with trees in Mormon towns, as they
are in non-Mormon towns.

While Mormon towns might have
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slightly more of a tendency for tree-lined streets, this
can hardly be considered Mormon at all" (p. 5^)*

No

answers are provided to the questions that are asked in
this paper as to what constitutes tree-lined streets
(supra, p. 20).

Similar difficulties are encountered for

other features considered by Francaviglia.
The features noted as Mormon in both this study
and Francaviglia's study include wide streets, grid plan
layout, farm buildings within the towns, "inside-out"
farm buildings, and irrigation ditches within the town.
Contradictions between these two studies are found in the
characteristics of white as a dwelling color, use of brick,
and painted farm buildings.

Reasons for these differences

may lie in definition of terms, sampling techniques
employed (supra, pp. 72- 73)» and the fact that the focus of
Francaviglia's paper differs from the present paper.

He is

mainly concerned with Utah; only seven of the forty-two
towns mapped are in Arizona, and almost half of the total
are in Utah.
Other studies relating to the visible aspects of
Mormon towns do not contrast these with non-Mormon towns.
J. Lehr (1972, pp. 9-10) suggests that a cardinally oriented
grid pattern and wider streets are Mormon characteristics.
These are indeed found in Arizona Mormon towns, but only
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the latter is distinctively Mormon.

Joseph Spencer (19^5*

p. 448) concludes that stone is so little used that it is
essentially an indeterminate feature.
in Arizona.

This is also true

He does find, however, that brick " . . .

was

used in most construction from about 1895 until about 1920"
(p. 452),

All of the towns studied in the present paper

were settled prior to 1895 and it is noteworthy that
quantity of brick structures does not significantly
differentiate Mormon and Gentile towns in Arizonaj in fact,
it is a minor element.
John Crawford *s study (1971) does treat certain
features of Mormon towns in Arizona, and agrees with the
findings herein except for block size.

He finds that "the

Mormon principles included the farm village system . . .
large square blocks, and wide, straight streets regularly
spaced and aligned to the four cardinal points of the
compass" (p. 266).
The Factor of Proximity
The five Mormon towns analyzed in this study have
been arranged in Table 8 on the basis of the Mormon percent
of the town population.

The features listed in relation to

these towns are those which have been identified in Table 7
as being associated with Arizona Mormon towns.

To yield

comparability of towns and features, the features (quantity)

Table 8 .

Mormon Percentage of the Town Population and Selected Features
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have been divided by the total town population.

It would

not be reasonable to compare Fredonia with Eagar, a town

50# larger, without making the figures commensurate.
In none of the features in Table 8 is there a
distinct trend (increase or decrease) in quantity of
features related to Mormon percentage of the town popula
tion,

In fact, the generalization apparent from this table

is that no trend is displayed in terms of these features
analyzed.

Two points, however, require discussion in

relation to the findings of Table 8 .
O'Dea (1954, p. 363), in an analysis of a small
(250 population) New Mexico Mormon community, came to the
conclusion that towns outside of Utah operated under
different sets of values than towns in "Zion", or Utah.
"Isolation and peripheral location [in relation to Utah]
appear to deepen and make more important the ties of Rimrock
[New Mexico] with the rest of Mormondom."

The New Mexico

community studied by O'Dea appeared as one which was more
ideal, less secularized, and similar to Mormon communities
•a generation ago'.

Again, "all Mormons are rightly aware

of the distinction involved here [between Mormon and Gentile]
but residence on the periphery [of Mormon Utah] — where the
contrast of Saint and Gentile, mine and thine, is a continual
and constant reminder--never permits the memory to become
merely a memory" (O'Dea, 1954, p. 363).
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O'Dea’s conclusion that Mormon towns removed from
Utah tend to retain traits as a "reaction" to Gentile
interaction agrees with the findings in the present study.
An analysis of Table 8 discloses that Eagar, on the basis of
visible landscape features identified as Mormon, is perhaps
the "most Mormon" of the five towns analyzed.

Eagar ranks

the highest in four features (farm buildings/population,
wooden farm buildings/population, animal occurrences/
population, and canal length/population); and ranks third
in two features identified as Mormon ("inside-out" farm
buildings/population and painted farm buildings/population).
Eagar's streets are not as wide as those in Pima or Predonia,
but the blocks are square as they are in other Mormon towns.
The significant fact about the location of Mormon Eagar is
the proximity of Gentile Springerville (Figs, 7 and 8 ).

The

town descriptions (supra, pp. 52- 55) pointed out the histori
cal interrelations of these two towns as well.

While it is

true that Eagar does not contain the highest percentage
of Mormons of the five towns analyzed, it is the one Mormon
town closest to a Gentile town.

Mormon-Gentile interaction

between Eagar and Springerville does take place as suggested
by the disparity in business enterprises (supra, pp. 84-87).
The location of Eagar, adjacent to Springerville, is a more
decisive influence on the perpetuation of the Mormon features
than is the percent of the population Mormon.

Proximity
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and Eagar's consequent Interaction with Sprlngerville
suggests an important association in explaining why Eagar
exhibits the quantity and variety of defined elements.
Because Eagar exhibits a large quantity of Mormon features,
and because of its proximity to Gentile Sprlngerville—
the contrast is illuminating— these two towns will be
considered in detail in a subsequent section.
A second result is the seemingly deviant position
of St. David from the Mormon averages expressed in the
previous tables.

Particularly noticeable are differences

between St, David and the Mormon averages regarding ”insideout" farm buildings and percent of wooden farm buildings.
St. David has been subject to two somewhat different forces
than the other four Arizona Mormon towns.

First, St. David

initially was settled by people from the Mesa-Lehl area,
and secondly, Mormon Mexican influence probably is stronger
in St, David than in most Mormon towns.
Mexico in 1912

Many Mormons left

during the Revolution and came to settle in

southern Arizona (Mills 1950, pp. 8-9).

Perhaps the two

distinctive additional sources of Mormon settlers help
explain the atypical qualities of St. David in relation to
the other Mormon towns analyzed in the state of Arizona.
1. It was at this time also that a substantial
number of Mormons moved north and settled in the Binghampton
area of Tucson (Hitchcock 1972, pp, 12-13).
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Comparison of SprlnKervllle and Eagar
In order to Illustrate Mormon-Gentile differences
that have been identified in the previous chapter, two
towns in Arizona are described in detail.

Environmental

differences are minimized because of adjacent locations.
Although both towns have approximately the same total
population, Eagar’s Mormon population is sixty-three
percent of the total and Springervllle's Mormon population
comprises only thirty-seven percent of the total.
These two towns clarify the basic Mormon-Gentile
landscape differences that have been suggested in the tables
previously presented.

Maps of occurrences of the features

of importance between the Mormon and Gentile landscape have
been prepared to show both the total number of occurrences
and the distribution of these within the towns (Figs. 20-

22).
At first inspection town morphology appears quite
regular in the towns (Fig. 20).
square blocks and a grid pattern.

Eagar has very regular
The western part of

Springervllle is irregular with the main roads at odd angles
and the blocks are variously arranged.

The eastern part

of town is much more regularly laid out, however.

Blocks

in this area are rectangular and oriented in a grid
framework (cf. Buckeye and Florence, Figs. 10 and 11).
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SPRINGERVILLE
OCCURRENCES

and EAGAR ARIZONA
of FARM BUILDINGS

SPRINGERVILLE
EAGAR

TOTALS
1000

FEET

SPRINGERVILLE * 13
EAGAR>106

rg
Pig. 20.

Occurrences of Farm Buildings, Springerville
and Eagar, Arizona
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SPRINGERVILLE
OCCURRENCES

and EAGAR
of

ARIZONA

AGRICULTURAL LOTS

SPRINGERVILLE
EAGAR

TOTALS
SPRINGERVILLE« 8
EAGAR «55

Fig. 21.

Occurrences of Agricultural Lots, Springerville and
Eagar, Arizona
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SPRINGERVILLE

and EAGAR

OCCURRENCES

of

ARIZONA

ANIMALS

SPRINGERVILLE
EAGAR

TOTALS
1000

Fig. 22.

SPRINGERVILLE' II
EAGAR'74

Occurrences of Animals, Sprlngervllle and Eagar,
Arizona

106
It has "been concluded that agricultural features are

2
the main Indicators of Mormon presence.

There are eight

times as many farm "buildings In Eagar, 106, than in
Sprlngervllle, 13,

Figure 20 shows that, especially in

Eagar, farm "buildings are well dispersed throughout the town.
They are not concentrated around the town margins such as
in Sprlngervllle,

Farm buildings are, of course, only a

byproduct of agricultural activity but the important
comparison is the very large difference between the abundance
of barns in Eagar and their scarcity in Sprlngervllle.
Similarly, the occurrence of agriculturally utilized
fields in the towns is seven to one; that is 55 in Eagar and

8 in Sprlngervllle (Fig. 21).

Animal occurrences are 7k in

Eagar and 11 in Sprlngervllle (Fig. 22), with horses forming
about half of the total animal population in both towns.
These distributions of fields and animals vary not only
between towns but also within towns as well.
Irrigation ditches in the towns on either or both
sides of the sbreet similarly display a contrast between
3
towns, Eagar, excluding the Amity Ditch, has over twelve
miles (65,600 feet) of irrigation ditches.

Sprlngervllle

contains somewhat more than one mile (5,950 feet) of such
canals.
2.

Table 7 and & 90 (supra) detail these findings.

3 , The reason for exclusion is given supra, p. 82.

10 ?
Housing characteristics show some variation in these
towns.

As is true of Mormon and Gentile towns generally,

Eagar contains more trailers than Sprlngervilie (20 percent
versus 13 percent).

The percent of white houses is almost

identical, 17 percent and 18 percent.

Residences constructed

of stone are negligible in quantity, and houses of fired
brick are proportionally few but in terms of percent are
more in Eagar than in Springervllle.

The percent of wooden

houses in Springervllle is greater (37 percent) than in Eagar
(31 percent), despite the presence of the Southwest Forest
Industries mill just outside the Eagar townsite.

The Mormon-

Gentile similarity in houses built of wood is 32 percent
and 30 percent.

In both towns masonry is the dominant

building material; 6? percent in Eagar and 56 percent in
Springervllle.

Cinder blocks and cement blocks are the major

components of the masonry buildings, although adobe frequently
appears in the older section of Springervllle.

The composite

figures show that Mormon towns utilize masonry in 64 percent
of the residences and Gentile in 66 percent.

These findings

indicate that Joseph Smith’s directives to build houses of
brick and stone is not followed today,
The historic importance of the Mormon in Eagar
settlement has been described previously (pp. 52-55)*

Their

current importance today is demonstrated by their percent
of the total town population (63); the size and position
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of the Eagar Ward Chapel (Fig. 23)$ and that the only other
church building is located close to the Springerville town
line.

The role of Springerville as a regional center for

the area is further indicated by the presence of four
churches.

Florence, which also contains four church

buildings, has almost twice the population of Springerville.
Although the towns are approximately the same in
population size (1,151 in Springerville and 1,279 in Eagar)
the number of business establishments in Eagar is only 3^
versus 95 in Springerville,

It is true that Springerville

is the important local regional trading center and a touristoriented town, but it appears that Springerville also
provides services for the residents of Eagar,

The lack of

emphasis on business in Eagar is complementary to the agrar
ian tradition stated by Nelson earlier (1954, pp, 93-94),
The businesses in Springerville also tend to be more oriented
to the through street, 90 percent, while only 71 percent
occupy sites on the main thoroughfare in Eagar.
The comparison of Springerville and Eagar serves to
Illustrate the difference between all Mormon and non-Mormon
towns presented earlier in percents and averages.

Those

factors that were distinguishing features in terms of the
eight towns analyzed are also those features which serve to
distinguish Springerville and Eagar.
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Fig. 23.

Ward Building, Eagar, Arizona
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Summary
This study has been directed toward the question of
what visible landscape features constitute the "Mormon
landscape" in Arizona.

To assess these features, several

preliminary questions were answered.
landscape exist?

Why should such a

Where might it best be expressed in

Arizona?
That a Mormon landscape exists has been a theme
noted in the literature on the cultural setting of the
western United States both in scholarly studies and in
popular writings.

Various factors have been suggested as

to the rationale for this landscape and almost all writers
have suggested that the pervasive influence of the LatterDay Saint Church is important in determining the values of
its members.

As a corollary to this church influence upon its

members, the early and almost complete Latter-Day Saint
domination in the milieu of Utah enhanced a uniformity of
expression in that area.
different from Utah.
Mormon!sm.

Arizona, however, was quite

This was not the cultural hearth of

In Utah, isolation from a Gentile world helped

in forming the values of the Saints; Arizona lay outside
this "Zion" or homeland.

Gentile settlements were a fact

when Mormons migrated south from Utah searching for new

Ill
areas to settle.

The importance of this study is in

observing and recording certain visible aspects of Mormon
settlement in an environment socially different from the
hearth area.
Places in rural areas of Arizona have been selected
for analysis because growth is a key factor to an under
standing of the rapid changes which are noted in urban
areas of the state.

The rural areas would likely preserve

the traditional landscape.
Comparisons between number of Mormons and total
population in a specified area, a procedure not previously
employed by researchers in identifying Mormon locations,
establishes a much more solid foundation for analysis.

The

areas of Mormon concentration in Arizona are in eastern
Arizonaj the upper Little Colorado and upper Gila Valleys.
These areas coincide with areas of early Mormon colonization
and influence in the state.

The important early Mormon

domination in central Arizona, the Mesa area, has declined
with the rapid influx of Gentiles.
To Investigate the nature of this Mormon landscape,
eight towns in Arizona (three Gentile and five Mormon) are
selected on the basis of similar economic bases and population
sizes, settlement between i860 and 1890, and moderate
population growth.

The three Gentile towns— Buckeye,

Florence, and Springerville— are all less than 40 percent
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Mormon in population.

The five Mormon towns— Fredonia,

Joseph City, Eagar, Pima, and St. David— contain more than
40 percent Mormons,

This figure (40 percent) represents

a more accurate estimate of a "Mormon town" than previous
studies have offered because of historical and landscape
reasons, and due to the utilization of smaller areal units.
A Mormon landscape does exist in Arizona.

Its

components, however, are limited principally to agricultural
aspects of the community.

The presence of wooden painted

barns, "Inside-out" barns, animals, farm land, canals, wider
streets (than in Gentile towns), and square blocks, all of
which exist within the town, are the components of this
Arizona Mormon scene.

Additionally, in the towns studied

in this paper, Mormon towns have a tendency to be dependent
in a trading sense on nearby Gentile towns.

This Arizona

landscape does not to any significant degree display the more
unusual features identified in Utah such as hay-stackers and
central-hall houses.

The juxtaposition of Mormon Eagar and

Gentile Springerville offer a dramatic contrast of Mormon
and non-Mormon in Arizona.

One factor apprently perpetuating

this Mormon landscape in Eagar may be the proximity of
Gentiles.
In conclusion, then, of the twenty-one features
analyzed in this sbudy, less than half (10) are distinctively
Mormon, one is a non-Mormon feature, seven showed no
significant difference, and three are indeterminate.

i
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